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     Introduction: Conducting Crystal Size Distribution 

(CSD) analyses of different mineral species gives us in-

sight to the petrogenesis of igneous rocks (e.g., [1,2]).  

It also has the benefit of being an inexpensive and non-

destructive analytical method [1].  CSDs quantify min-

eral size populations present within a petrographic thin 

section, specifically the relationship of crystal size with 

the number of crystals in a specific size range.  This re-

lationship is fundamentally linked with nucleation and 

growth of mineral phases within a crystallizing body 

[2]. For a single mineral phase, there is a negative cor-

relation between crystal size and the natural log of the 

number of crystals present within individual size inter-

vals [2,3]. The shape of the negative trend is an indicator 

of changes in the nucleation and/or crystallization rela-

tionships occurring as the igneous body cools [3]. As 

outlined in [2], it 

has been shown 

that there is a re-

lationship be-

tween the slope 

of a CSD plot and 

its intercept that 

fundamentally 

defines how a 

body crystallizes 

[2] (Fig. 1). The 

slope of the CSD 

is proportional to 

the crystal 

growth rate and 

residence time, 

and the y-inter-

cept is equivalent 

to the nucleation 

density (Fig. 1a). 

A kinked CSD 

(Fig. 1b) can in-

dicate different 

cooling rates ei-

ther within a sin-

gle magma or 

through magma 

mixing. Curved 

CSDs (Fig. 1c) 

indicate crystal 

accumulation or 

fractionation. In 

order to construction CSDs, a minimum number of crys-

tals need to be traced (~250 crystals for elongate crys-

tals, such as plagioclase, and 75 for tabular crystals) [4]. 

 

 

     Methods:  Since the traditional CSD method of trac-

ing individual crystals manually is a slow and time-con-

suming process, a semi-automated method has been de-

veloped. Intermediate results of this program were pre-

sented at the 50th LPSC [5].  The results presented here 

represent the most recent development of this method 

for the rapid generation of CSDs. These are calculated 

by algorithmically isolating the regions on a high-reso-

lution, cross-polarized petrographic image, which cor-

respond to crystals via a series of color filters. Both Red-

Green-Blue (RGB) and Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) 

thresholds are used to generate binary masks of the im-

age. Parallel filtering via both of these standard color 

representation models allows for a more reliable isola-

tion of multiple crystal types within an image, since 

HSV more clearly represents crystal luminosity while 

RGB more clearly represents crystal color. Addition-

ally, a convolutional blur effect is applied to each mask 

to filter out visual static, and the two masks are overlaid 

with a binary “AND” operation. This allows the most 

generous possible marking of crystals of a given phase 

in the resulting black-and-white trace (Fig. 2). A custom 

user interface (UI) for the filter pipeline was written in 

Python, which makes the generation of output traces 

significantly faster (minutes) than the manual method 

(hours/days). This UI initializes the pipeline with appro-

priate values for identifying plagioclase crystals in lunar 

samples [5], but users can calibrate pipeline parameters 

for different mineral phases (Fig. 2). Users can load an 

image into the UI, run the pipeline, and examine the in-

put image and output trace side-by-side. Additionally, 

the pipeline can be run on a small portion of an input 

image to rapidly test new filter configurations. 

 
Fig. 1. Morphologies of CSDs. 

 
Fig. 2. Custom UI “Crystal Viewer” for the auto gener-
ation of mineral traces. This UI allows the user to set 
specific parameters for HSV, RBG and blur radius to 
achieve an optimal crystal trace. 
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    The traces are then processed in ImageJ, a free pixel 

analysis software [6]. ImageJ applies a best-fit ellipse to 

each crystal to determine a major and minor axis. Major 

and minor axes of the crystals are then exported to CSD-

Slice [4] and all data to CSDCorrections [7].  The for-

mer determines the approximate shape (e.g. rounded, 

oval, tabular, etc.) of the 2D traced crystals in three di-

mensions, and the latter sorts the crystals based on the 

length of the major axes and plots these in size bins 

based on the number of crystals present versus the nat-

ural log (ln) of the population phase. 

    

     Results and Discussion: This method of CSD trace 

output generation has the potential to increase both the 

accuracy and speed of creating CSDs. In Figure 3, an 

example of an input of thin section image in XPL and 

the resulting output of the auto-gen tool are shown. This 

method has shown to be useful for plagioclase CSDs 

and in the future, will be applicable to other mineral 

phases as well.  

When compared to hand drawn CSDs, the automated 

method has increased crystal count, which positively 

correlates with an increased intercept, but maintains a 

similar slope to the manual method (Fig. 4). This sug-

gests that the automated method increases accuracy by 

increasing the number of crystal traces, strengthening 

the statistical count (at least 250 crystals are required for 

statistical accuracy for a CSD). This method also en-

sures that all visible crystals are traced, whereas the 

hand-drawn method relies on the user to pick 250 rep-

resentative crystals (at least). In a 2018 study of varia-

tion in hand traced CSDs conducted by Fagan et al. [10], 

they compared student generated CSDs to the ‘expert’ 

generated CSDs. They found a significant range of slope 

and intercept values for CSDs conducted by the students 

vs. the expert. This semi-automated method may im-

prove the ability of students to more accurately conduct 

CSDs in the future without requiring an ‘expert’ tracer 

for reliable data.  

    

     Conclusions: The initial results of this program 

demonstrate that the generation of crystal traces for the 

CSD method can be quickly and efficiently created and 

remove a significant amount of human error while in-

creasing statistical reliability of a CSD. This auto-gen 

program has been given to graduate students in the Neal 

Research Group at the University of Notre Dame for 

beta testing, and several improvements to the UI are in 

progress based on their feedback. This includes the ad-

dition of a “color picker” tool that will allow users to 

select a color within an image, then automatically gen-

erate parameters for the filter pipeline to isolate crystals 

with the selected color. Additionally, the CSD genera-

tion process will be streamlined by incorporating func-

tionality from other tools into the UI, primarily Im-

ageJ’s pixel analysis capabilities. 
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Fig. 3. Input (top) and output (bottom) of the 
auto-gen tool. Using specific thresholds, the pla-
gioclase crystals traces have been isolated in 
the output which can be used to calculate the 
CSD.  

 
 
Fig. 4 CSD Profile comparison of the new automated 
method (red) and the manual method (yellow) of the 
same sample (B50-685). For a given CSD slope, pop-
ulation density has a positive correlation with the in-
tercept. When manual crystal count is proportionally 
increased (cyan) to the crystal count of the automated 
method, it is statistically similar [5]. 
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